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The mobility to be yourself. 
The GRIT Freedom Chair is a revolutionary off-road wheelchair that 
puts you in control of your own mobility. The unique lever system 
amplifies your power, giving you the strength you need to start 
moving beyond the pavement. 

From everyday adventures with friends and family to trips off the 
beaten path, the trail-rated Freedom Chair helps you move with 
confidence and independence. 

Rugged and versatile, the Freedom Chair is the perfect everyday and 
travel companion. Its packable frame and small footprint let you go 
where you want, when you want. 

Live your best life with the GRIT Freedom Chair.



Jenny 
Outdoor enthusiast living 

with MS in Seattle.



You are powerful
With its patented easy-push lever drive, the GRIT Freedom Chair amplifies your 
strength to give you the power and endurance to choose your own path. Grassy 
fields, rocky trails, and sandy beaches are yours to explore.

Easy to push
Grabbing the top of the levers gives 
you a lot of torque, making it easy to 

overcome obstacles.

Stay energized
Grabbing the bottom of the levers lets 
you cruise efficiently on sidewalks, bike 

paths, and roads.

50% more torque 80% faster
than regular wheelchairs than regular wheelchairs



Nerissa 
Adventure junkie living with 
a progressive illness in Utah.



Blaze your own trail
The Freedom Chair was designed from the ground up to handle any terrain. 
High traction mountain bike wheels and a stable tripod frame let you adventure 
with confidence, wherever the path may lead.

The 9" inflatable front 
wheel rides smooth and 

never gets stuck.

3” regular wheelchair 
caster for comparison

The 1.75” wide mountain bike 
wheels give you traction 

when you need it the most.

1” regular wheelchair rear 
wheel for comparison



Bennie Jose Perez 
Marine amputee racing ultra-
marathons in Texas.



Always be ready for adventure
With quick-release everything, the Freedom Chair makes it easy for you to get to 
the trailhead. The rear wheels, seat back, and footrest are removable in less than 
a minute and fit into the trunk of most small cars. Reassembly is easy and tool-
free, so you can start adventuring right away.

The weight of the heaviest part is 25 lbs.





Do what you love
The Freedom Chair is the most versatile mobility device you’ll ever buy. It’s 
unmatched on the trail but small enough to visit your favorite coffee shop. 
Explore the woods, cruise around town, relax on the beach, compete in a 5K 
race, and more. Where will the Freedom Chair take you?





GRIT Freedom Chairs

3.0 
America’s most popular 

off-road wheelchair.

Hemi 
For riders with one-

sided strength.

Forward 
Suspension wheels to 
minimize vibrations.

Specifications
All models

Frame 1020 steel frame

Length (fully assembled) 48 in. (122 cm)

Seat depth 16 in. (41 cm)

Seat angle 15° from horizontal (dump angle)

Height of front of seat 21” from the top of the cushion to the ground

Seatback angle 82° from seat bottom (bucket angle)

Footrest height adjustable 13 - 15.5 in. (33.0 - 39.3 cm) below seat

Safety Seat belt included. Slots for additional straps and anti-tip compatible.

Sizes 16” seat width 18” seat width 20” seat width

Overall width 28 in. (71 cm) 30 in. (76 cm) 32 in. (81 cm)

Seat width 16 in. (41 cm) 18 in. (46 cm) 20 in. (45 cm)

Weight (fully assembled) 45 lbs. (20.4 kg) 47 lbs. (21.3 kg) 49 lbs. (22.2 kg)

Weight of heaviest part 25 lbs. (11.3 kg) 27 lbs. (12.3 kg) 29 lbs. (13.1 kg)

Model-specific specifications

Model 3.0 Hemi Forward

Wheels 26” spoked mountain bike wheel 26” spoked mountain bike wheel 26" SoftWheel Acrobat suspension wheel

Freewheels Shimano 16T Shimano 16T Precision 16T

Weight limit 300 lbs. (136 kg) 300 lbs. (136 kg) 265 lbs. (120 kg)

Customize your Freedom Chair at www.gogrit.us



Accessories

Colorful lever wraps

Buddy handles Trail handles Anti tip bars

Customize your Freedom Chair at www.gogrit.us

Sand/Snow wheels City wheels SoftWheelsDefault wheels



For more information 
www.gogrit.us 

877-345-4748 
info@gogrit.us 


